
Chinese Junk

When the breeze is just right and it’s not too
hot is when Hong Kong is really special. The sun, cool, breathy
winds and a cloudless sky make for a perfect day in paradise.
Rare, but it does happen. The ideal time to be on your back up
front on a Chinese junk leaning against the cabin window on a
pillow, sipping a beer, smoking a joint or a cigar, preferably a
bit of each, taking in the sights of Hong Kong’s fragrant harbor
while chugging off to one of the outlying islands for lunch or
dinner. The average junk accommodates up to 30 people. Whether
or not the passengers are old friends or newly introduced business
acquaintances, it matters not. All eyes focus on the sights and sounds
of Hong Kong harbor. It’s an incredible experience. Tankers, cargo
ships, ferries, yachts, junks, hydrofoils, fishing boats, destroyers,
garbage and aircraft carriers move through Hong Kong waters like
a Broadway musical. They somehow manage to avoid hitting each
other – well, most of the time. The only sad spot is the rush to
reclaim so much of it.

Earl Klein is a retired banker. He left his former wife and three
children in Los Angeles when he moved to Asia. On this junk
trip, Earl was hosting a small group of several friends with his
girlfriend, Catherine. Earl publishes The Hong Kong Racing Journal.
He is an avid punter and was born and raised in Los Angeles in
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a household that was intimately involved in the gambling world.
He loved going to the racetrack and decided to publish the journal
with Catherine when he found that other local publications lacked
the basic information that punters need.

Earl had just returned to Hong Kong from the U.S. where several
North American racetracks had signed on to subscribe to his journal
online for their late night casino punters wanting to bet on the
Hong Kong track. He had joined me up front on his junk for a
cigar. We had just left the Aberdeen Yacht Club and passed the
famous floating restaurants. We were maneuvering to avoid hitting
any of the other junks and yachts heading out to sea.

I had just returned from New York where I met with clients, including
Donald Trump, who had asked Julia and me to visit his Penthouse
at the top of Trump Tower. Marla was re-decorating. What a place!
What a view. “Oh, hi,” Marla said  as Donald introduced us. Julia’s
American name is Tiffany and everyone in the U.S. calls her by that
name. “What a great name. Our daughter is named Tiffany,” Marla
said as she came down the stairs having dismissed the decorator and
army of lieutenants. I was describing the views from Trump’s
Penthouse when Earl interrupted. “Now there is a man with incredible
karma, luck and timing. Talk about a survivor who managed to surprise
all the pundits and his bankers. He also has great gambling palaces
in Atlantic City. What an ego...” We were joined by Ted McFarland.
Ted had driven us to the marina in his wife’s Rolls-Royce. She and
the kids had preceded him back to Hawaii and Ted was savoring
the weather, the wine and freedom. “This is what Hong Kong is all
about,” he said as he sat down next to Earl. “Want to trade the junk
for the Rollie?” Ted was trying to sell his car. “When the karma and
timing are right they line up to buy Rolls-Royces. This is the Rolls-
Royce capital of the world. Things get shaky and you can’t give the
damn thing away,” Ted lamented as we headed out to sea.

Karma
Tom Southwick, the founder of Cable World magazine, was in town
and I had invited him to come along for the ride. We moved about
to make room for Tom as he joined us. I dropped my cigar, which
rolled off the side into the water. “This is incredible!” Tom exclaimed
as he waved his arm out towards the harbor and the myriad vessels
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making their way to wherever. “I think I may move to Hong Kong
for a while if this is how you guys live. I thought life was tough
here,” he said as the boat boy replenished everyone’s refreshments.
Tom had worked for Senator Edward Kennedy as his press secretary.
As the conversation got back to people, luck and timing, it was
inevitable that the subject of the Kennedy family’s bad karma would
be discussed. “Now there is a family with no luck or good karma.
In fact if it wasn’t for bad luck they’d have no luck at all,” Earl
started in on Tom. “Hold it Earl. You’re a Republican who has it
in for every Democrat, especially a Kennedy,” I interrupted. I had
heard Earl’s harangues on the Kennedys on more than one occasion.

“You know the first day I arrived to America back in 1964, I was
walking in New York City with my girlfriend, Barbara Rosner,
who came up from Philadelphia to meet me. I met Robert Kennedy
who was campaigning for the Senate!” I was being emphatic to
damp down Earl. “There I was, admiring the great skyscrapers
of the city with my girlfriend. First day in America and I meet
Robert Kennedy. He shakes my hand and wants my vote. Hell,
I just got off the boat about five hours earlier and wasn’t even
a U.S. resident yet alone a voter,” I continued. “Like I said,” Earl
jumped in, “the Kennedys have no luck or karma. What a schmock.
He wasted his time on a non-voter,” he continued as everyone
shared a chuckle. “That’s not true, Earl. In a funny kind of way
it was good karma...,” I said as I tried to light a new cigar by
facing away from the wind. “You see, I was so impressed with
the man and what he said, even though I can’t remember exactly
what it was, that when his son Joseph Kennedy ran for Congress
I didn’t even hesitate when asked to host a fund-raiser at Scratch.
It was his damn highest netting fund-raiser during his first campaign.
Both he and his brother, Michael, could never thank me enough.
Had I not met Robert Kennedy I probably wouldn’t have hosted
the event.” Earl and Ted both blew their cigar smoke my way.
Ted was also a Republican.

The deaths of Michael Kennedy in a skiing accident and JFK Jr’s
in a plane crash are fresh reminders of the Kennedy bad karma
that started with the death of Joseph Kennedy Jr. in World War
II. The Kennedy family tragedies are a constant reminder of Karma,
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Luck and Timing.  The deaths of JFK Jr. and Michael are a reminder
that taking unnecessary risks and not getting rid of bad karma
can be deadly.

The Kennedy bad karma is much like that of their Boston Red
Sox and the once powerful Chiang Dynasty. Chiang Kai-shek ruled
China until he lost the Chinese civil war to Mao Tse-tung and
fled to Taiwan. There he slaughtered the local indigenous people
that resisted his establishement of the Republic of China on Taiwanese
soil. Like the Kennedy family, the Chiang family appears to have
been cursed. Almost all the males from the first three generations
died of cancer or other serious disease. His eldest son Ching-kuo
died from complications of diabetes in 1988. A year later, his son
Hsiao-wen died of heart failure after being stricken with cancer
of the oesophagus. The second son, Hsiao-wu, died three years
later of pancreatic cancer. The third son Hsiao-yung died in 1966
of cancer of the oesophagus They were all in their late forties
and early fifties. Another son, Winston Chang Hsiao-tzu, born out
of wedlock, died in Beijing while attending an academic conference.

The bad karma of the Boston Red Sox has become baseball folklore.
It is legendary, especially during the playoffs against the New York
Yankees. According to New England legend, the Red Sox, who
had won three World Series in six years behind the bat and pitching
of the legendary Babe Ruth, were cursed by the Babe after he
was sold to the Yankees in December of 1919. Since that day,
the Yankees have won 26 World Series and the Boston Red Sox
have won none.

Hong Kongers deal with feng shui and karma daily. They look
for luck and try to get rid of the bad karma. That’s why when
John Lennon thought he had bad karma, his wife Yoko Ono sent
him to Hong Kong to exorcise his demons. Looking at the moon
and stars above I couldn’t help but think, hum and mumble the
words of John Lennon’s “Instant Karma”.

Shirley McLaine has written and lectured on Karma and Reincarnation
extensively. So has Tina Turner. The Thai writer Chatchai
Wisetsuwanabhum, not as well-known, despite his 38 novels, 12
short stories and numerous non-fiction works, shows how people,
no matter how different they appear to be, are connected to each
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other in some way.

Karma is the dynamic of cause and effect. What goes round comes
round. “You receive from the world what you give the world.”
You hate you are hated. You love you are loved. While on Earth
we create our own negative or positive karma. Karma governs
the balancing of energy within our system of morality. It doesn’t
always occur in one lifetime. The karma of our soul is created
and balanced by its multiple personalities. Former and current.
That is why some people’s karma is imbalanced.

We are the product of the karma of our soul. Our soul is at the
core of our being. It is the harmonious human force within our
heart  that  deals with the dynamics of our daily activities
unconditionally, without restriction or judgment. It is the intellect
of our heart, not our mind. It contains our Divine Intelligence.
It flows continuously towards wholeness without a beginning or
end. Its personality – its persona – is a natural force in touch with
its physical incarnation that interacts with all matters physical.
Each is unique because each soul is unique. It operates cohesively
with the soul. Name, time and place of incarnation, relationship
to planets and energy environment all impact on its formation and
wholeness. The karma of the soul determines the personality. Physical,
emotional, psychological and spiritual. Reality. How the personality
reacts to its experiences creates more karma.

When a person is in full balance, in touch with their spiritual depths,
“the personality is soothed because the energy of consciousness
is focused on its energy core and not on its artificial facade, which
is the personality,” Gary Zukav, the author of  the bestseller The
Seat of The Soul, says. Understanding the soul allows non-judgmental
justice to flow naturally. Non-judgmental justice allows us to
experience life without any negativity. Especially, negative emotions.

America’s addiction to political apathy is a collective choice.
Conscious and unconscious. “Test your power of choice because
each time you choose otherwise you disengage the power of your
addiction more and more and increase your personal power more
and more,”  Zukav correctly points out. Isn’t it time apathetic America
did? “What choose you?” asks Zukav. He continues: “The first
time that you challenge your addiction, and the second, and the
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third, you may not feel that anything has been accomplished. Do
you think that authentic power can be had so easily?” You and
I, all of us, have to work at it. “The choice not to choose is the
choice to remain unconscious and, therefore, to wield power
irresponsibly,” Zukav concludes. Apathy is the result of insecurity
and choice consciously made through fear and doubt instead of
wisdom.

“Consider the United States, for example, as simply one unit of
energy that is evolving with a particular consciousness. The individual
souls that pass through this collective consciousness expand it,
create actions, create thought forms, create causes and effects, and
that is how it accumulates karma. The relationship of these souls
to their nation is like that of cells to a body. Your consciousness
affects every cell in your body, and every cell in your body affects
your consciousness. There is mutuality. Each individual in the
collective consciousness that is called the United States can be
thought of as a cell in that nation, in dialogue,” Zukav tells us.
Do We the Apathetic Maids continue to be apathetic or authentic
and active in the 21st century?

We have to start evolving into complete human beings and species
in the New World Order. We have the power to make conscious
decisions which align themselves with what we choose
unconsciously. Thus we create our reality. That is our intention. Our
collective choice. “The choice not to choose is the choice to remain
unconscious and, therefore, to wield power irresponsibility,” in the
words of Zukav. That is how our choice to become apathetic evolved.
Isn’t it time we changed? Made more conscious decisions to learn
about our political system, process and consciously change what we
don’t like? When we choose to learn wisely we gain power. Authentic
power rather than apathetic. “Authentic power is acquired. It is built
up step by step, choice by choice. It cannot be meditated or prayed
into being. It must be earned,” Zukav correctly concludes.

As the new millennium dawns, the human species, Americans in
particular, are again given the chance to choose how we will learn
and evolve. Americans can choose again. Differently. To choose
a conscious growth and conscious life.

The cycle that ended in the last millennium and therefore is beginning
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in the 21st century is unique because it is a moment in which
three cycles come to conclusion and begin again. These cycles
act one inside of the other. Just as the moon orbits the earth, which
orbits the sun, there are orbits within orbits, so, too, there are cycles
within cycles. We are coming to the close of a grand cycle astrologically,
a 2,000-year cycle, and an even grander cycle, where a 25,000-
year cycle is linking with a conclusion of a 125,000-year cycle.
That is why these things, within this moment in our evolution,
are happening now. This is when they were meant to be. Maybe
that’s what Dubya’s “Three finger W” symbolically represents in
the New World Order.

The negativity of the last 2,000-year cycle is being collected now
so that it can be discharged and transformed, so that the next cycle
of 2,000 years which starts with the next beginning cycle of 25,000
years and the next beginning cycle of 125,000 years, all three
simultaneously, can begin fresh. A New World Order!

This is what  the present situation and moment upon our earth
is about: the birth of very different opportunities, opportunities
to release patterns that are no longer necessary. The more Light,
literally, the more en-Lightened that We the Apathetic People are,
the more We the People will choose different ways.

We the People have the power within us to change the political
system. “Power is energy that is formed by the intentions of the
soul...There is no power in fear, or in any of the activities that
are generated by fear. There is no power in a thought form of
fear, even if armies support it. The armies of Rome disappeared
more than a millennium ago, but the force of the life of a single
human that Roman soldiers put to death continues to shape the
development of our species. Who had the power?” Zukav correctly
asks. We the People have the power within us to change the system.

American Muslim Hasim Rahman, the 20-to-one underdog against
Lennox Lewis, just kept swinging even though he couldn’t see
out of his left eye until he landed the one knockout punch at the
opening bell of the 21st century. Karma, luck and timing. Shouldn’t
We the People be doing the same with career politicians? The poster
in the gym where he trained bears the slogan “The harder you
train, the luckier you get.” Shouldn’t We the Apathetic People be
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learning harder to get luckier with the political knockout necessary
to get rid of career politicians? “Someone once told me that luck
is being prepared when opportunity presents itself, and I feel we
were ready and prepared,” Rahman said after his win. The underdog
pulled one of the biggest upsets in boxing history. Bigger than
Evander Holyfield’s over Mike Tyson, James “Buster” Douglas’s
over Tyson, Muhammad Ali’s over George Foreman and Cassius
Clay’s  (Muhammad Ali’s) over Sonny Liston. If they can take
out their superior opponents why can’t We the Maids clean out
the political mess? Like them we are underdogs that can deliver
a political knockout.

Feng shui
Superstition has a long history in China and Hong Kong. For instance,
before Yiching launched his counterattack on Ningpo in 1842, he
spent so much time and conspicuous effort selecting an auspicious
date for the attack that Gutzlaff’s spies found out. After China
failed in its attempt to stage the 2000 Olympics in Beijing it was
generally accepted in Hong Kong that there was absolutely no
possibility of it bidding for the 2004 Olympics, simply because
four is an unlucky number. The Simpsons was initially a flop in
China and Japan because the characters have only  four fingers.

U.S. House Resolution 4444, granting permanent normal trading
relations (PNTR) to China, could not have been tagged with a
more ominous number. In both Mandarin and Cantonese, the number
four is a homonym for death, and so believed to be extremely
unlucky.

It is claimed that the Bank of China building was deliberately designed
to destroy the feng shui of  Government House to the extent that
the Governor Sir David Wilson was obliged to plant a row of trees
to shield the building from bad luck. After the handover, Tung Chee-
hwa, who is Western-educated and had spent some years in America
before becoming Chief Executive, refused to live in Government
House on the grounds of the bad feng shui . This was considered
a perfectly acceptable reason by the Hong Kong people, the opposition
politicians and the local media.

Chinese feng shui  is based  on the essence of a balanced life.
The yin and yang. The yin and yang are further divided into five
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elements – fire, earth, metal, water and wood. Wood, conquers
earth. Earth conquers water. Water conquers fire. Fire in turn conquers
metal and metal wood to complete the cycle.

The Tung Sing, also known as the Chinese Bible and “Chinese
Almanac”, has been in existence since the Hsia dynasty, from around
4,000 B.C. Millions of Hong Kong citizens rely on the book to
run their lives. When to travel. When to wash their hair. When
to leave the house. When to visit sick relatives. What to wear.
Hong Kong’s windsurfing queen and Olympic gold medal winner,
Lee Lai-shan, followed its advice in order to marry on a lucky
day.

It is based on calculations of the positions of the sun and moon
and the five elements to help people keep in harmony with nature,
to pursue good fortune and avoid evil.

I’m glad to see feng shui  is being embraced across America. The
hard sciences support feng shui’s viewpoint that all matter is imbued
with energy – indeed, is energy – and that seemingly insignificant
occurrences can have large consequences.

In LA a feng shui master who also knows Jewish laws and traditions
advises people to use the ancient Chinese practice to harmonize
energy at Passover. Consultants employing the ancient Chinese
philosophy are shaking up the Southern California real estate market,
prompting some buyers to cancel sales and unnerving skeptical
brokers. LA Lakers coach Phil Jackson got a feng shui millennium
haircut and shave so he could make the transition to the new millennium
with luck. He capped the old with a championship ring with the
Lakers and wanted to ensure he added another in the new millennium,
and did.

In Britain, Tony Blair’s official residence at Number 10 Downing
Street brought in a feng shui Master to do his thing. Is the White
House far behind?

The Catholic Church probably would have considered feng shui
a heretic spiritual practice. Thank God the Crusaders and the
Inquisition never made it to Hong Kong.

“Us ignorant people laugh at spiritualists, but when they die they
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go mighty peaceful and happy, which after all is about all there
is to living, is to go away satisfied.” Will Rogers did have a take
on matters.

Coincidence
Some people call it “coincidence”. “Of  all the gin joints in all
the towns in all the world she walks into mine.” But was the arrival
of former love, Ilse Lund, at Rick’s bar in Casablanca really such
an amazing coincidence? Questions like this come up every day
in all of our lives. Meeting an old friend or relative at the oddest
place. Just like Earl and I did in LA during one of our separate
trips to the U.S. We found ourselves in the same restaurant seated
next to each other. Pure coincidence.

9/11 is no longer just the local emergency number in America.
The 9/11 suicidal meltdown of the Twin Towers has made the
number a universal synonym for disaster. The 9/11 disaster warning
went out again in 2003 in room 911 of the Metropole Hotel in
Hong Kong. That was the room in which the doctor who brought
SARS to the world’s attention stayed when he came to Hong Kong
from China to warn the world about the new  pandemic. Coincidence?

Did Mark McGuire’s slamming his 61st home run on his father’s
61st birthday count as coincidence?  How about Lindsay Davenport
winning the women’s U.S. Tennis Open on her mother’s birthday?
How about liver transplant recipient Chris Klug who won a bronze
Olympic medal in the snowboard parallel giant slalom 18 months
after the transplant on February 15, National Donor Day? Coincidence
too?

How about this U.S. historical coincidence. Abraham Lincoln was
elected to Congress in 1846. John F. Kennedy was elected to Congress
in 1946. Abraham Lincoln was elected President in 1860. John
F. Kennedy was elected President in 1960. The names Lincoln
and Kennedy each contain seven letters. Both were particularly
concerned with civil rights. Both wives lost their children while
living in the White House. Both Presidents were shot on a Friday.
Both Presidents were shot in the head. Lincoln’s secretary was
named Kennedy. Kennedy’s secretary was named Lincoln. Both
were assassinated by Southerners. Both were succeeded by South-
erners named Johnson. Andrew Johnson, who succeeded Lincoln,
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was born in 1808. Lyndon Johnson, who succeeded Kennedy, was
born in 1908. John Wilkes Booth, who assassinated Lincoln, was
born in 1839. Lee Harvey Oswald, who assassinated Kennedy,
was born in 1939. Both names are composed of fifteen letters.
Lincoln was shot at the theatre named “Ford”. Kennedy was shot
in a car called “Lincoln”, which is a Ford. Booth ran from the
theatre and was caught in a warehouse. Oswald ran from a warehouse
and was caught in a theatre. Booth and Oswald were assassinated
before their trials. And here’s the kicker. A week before Lincoln
was shot, he was in Monroe, Maryland. A week before Kennedy
was shot, he was with Marilyn Monroe.

A more serious and relevant point is the Iraq War. America’s Bushes
have a lot more in common with Mongolia’s 13th century Khans
than meets the eye. Both attacked Iraq twice. The Mongol attacks
were separated by 13 years while the Bushes by 12 years. Between
the Mongol wars, Baghdad was weakened by a devastating series
of floods. At the end of the 20th century it was U.N. sanctions
and “no-fly zones” that weakened Baghdad’s defenses.

Jack Cohen, who co-wrote an article Explaining Coincidence, is
a reproductive biologist. He was asked to explain two very curious
statistics. While in Israel, he was told that 84 percent of the children
of Israeli fighter pilots are girls. “What is it about the life of a
fighter pilot,” he was asked, “that produces such a predominance
of daughters?” The second statistic arose in connection with in-
vitro fertilization.  IVF clinics use ultrasound to monitor ovulation,
and so can determine whether an egg – and the resulting baby
– comes from the left or the right ovary. One clinic discovered
that most of the girl babies came from the left ovary, and that
most of the boys from the right. A breakthrough in choosing the
sex of your children? Or just a statistical freak? How about Cindy
Goh who was born in her father’s car giving birth to her son in
a taxi? Another statistical freak?

Synchronicity is meaningful coincidence – “meaningful sequences
of unusual accidental events.” A coincidence “is a sequence of
events which occur in close proximity to each other and which
by chance are related to each other through some kind of notable
similarity.”
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Day Dreaming
Take Mickey Kantor. There is a guy with bad karma, I thought
to myself. The conversation had moved on to the U.S. – China
trade relationship and how Mickey was handling the Chinese. I
met Mickey when he first came to Los Angeles to run Senator
Alan Cranston’s campaign. We traveled in some of the same political
circles and on occasion supported the same candidate. He lived
in the Pacific Palisades where I lived and our children went to
the same high school. He lost his first wife in a plane crash and
then lost a son in a car accident. I had been with Valerie, his first
wife, at a political function a few days before her plane crash in
San Diego. My daughter and son had been with his son earlier
the evening of his fatal accident at a Pacific Palisades street festival.

That power wielders in Asia, from Shih Huang-di, China’s first
Emperor, to the Asiaweek Power 50, wear the trappings of the
higher forces or causes should come as no surprise to those who
know the Asian psyche. While Westerners celebrate personal will,
Hong Kongers find peace and security in submitting to an entity
larger than their separate selves. To many it would be karma or
fate; to others, a religion, a nation, a corporation or a charismatic
person. Hong Kongers also define themselves as their fellows regard
them: by the face society gives them. And for most people, it is
the family that best cradles both fate and face. Building a prosperous,
honorable family is the best way to also be in harmony with the
larger order, and the social world.

On the junk in Hong Kong harbor, Earl and Ted were pointing
out to Tom the different landmarks passing by. One is the “bite”
taken from Tai Sheung Tok. It is a 10-metre excavation in a quarry
that will expand to 40 meters. Raymond Lo Hang-lap, a local fung
shui master, claims the prominent rock-faced peak was part of
the “Dragon Arm” that maintained energy and prosperity in the
western harbor area. “If you diminish the height it means the energy
will be leaking.” The Dragon Arm was associated with man and
its shrinking could lead to a strengthening of the position of women
in Hong Kong.

Listening to  them describe the other landmarks, I started to California
daydream. I got to think about my former partner, Tim Tierney.
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He and I traveled the state representing “Red Neck” mobile home
park owners. Tim was married to Janice, a beautiful and lovely
African-American lady. “People used to spit at us when we dated
and called me nigger-lover,” Tim once recalled sadly as we were
sharing drinks in Santa Cruz. Tim and Janice lost their only baby
daughter to a drowning accident. Several years later Janice lost
her eye, and almost her life, when she and Tim were standing
in a movie line and were hit by a car whose driver lost control.
They had bad karma, luck and timing.

My mind drifted back to China and a story Julia told me about
her grandfather. He was a successful textile entrepreneur. He loved
music. So he decided to open a radio station to pursue his hobby.
The station became a success and the triad gangs demanded protection
money. After a while he got tired of paying protection money and
decided to do something about it. He got the Kuomintang government
to make his station a government station. A sign went up declaring
the station a government station. The triads left him alone and
his problem was solved. So he thought. When the Communists
came to power they arrested him for running a Kuomintang radio
station and sent him to jail for 25 years. That is real bad karma,
luck and timing.

Karma or Coincidence?
From time to time karma, luck and timing are seriously adverse.
They can cause awful loss to befall individuals and communities.

Ted McFarland, the passenger with the Rolls-Royce, lost his wife
Kippy within three months of that junk boat ride to bacterial pneumonia
in Hawaii. She had been misdiagnosed. They thought she had the
‘flu.

What about Callie Marie Johnson who was accidentally switched
at birth? When the mistake was discovered through genetic testing,
it turned out her real parents had been killed a month earlier in
an automobile accident. What about Donna Fasano, who is white,
delivering a black baby that belonged to Deborah and Robert Rogers,
who are African-American, because the fertility clinic mistakenly
implanted the wrong fertilized egg? That is an easy mix-up to
detect. What about all the other same race implants that may go
undetected similar to Callie Marie Johnson?
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Think on the three generations killed in the Omagh bombing in
Northern Ireland. Mary Grimes, 65, her daughter Avril Monaghan,
30, who was pregnant with twins, and her 18-month-old daughter
Maura. Or An Luan Phi Dawson, killed when hit in the face by
a piece of metal torn from a tall ship at Frontierland in Disneyland
one Christmas Eve. Or Mara Bitros, a passenger in a New York
taxi who died down the street from my office on 42nd street in
mid-town Manhattan when the taxi driver lost control. Her head
slammed against the plexiglass partition, injuring her severely and
causing cardiac arrest.

Then there are the two Hong Kong taxi  drivers killed while dining
when a fellow cabbie stepped on the wrong pedal as he was parking
his cab to join them. Or Heather M. Vitarelli, 29, a tourist from
Hawaii killed instantly by a stray bullet fired by robbers while
standing near the main casino cage at Harrah’s. Or Nicholas Bourdakis,
Christopher Divis, Elie Israel and Ruth Levy, the four UC Santa
Barbara freshmen killed in Isle Vista when David Attias deliberately
drove his vehicle into them. They died needlessly like the 10 people
killed while shopping in a Santa Monica farmers’ market when
an elderly driver lost control of his car. Or Wa Yeung, a 33-year-
old chief operating officer of a high-tech company who died in
a Wan Chai, Hong Kong, office building fire after he had been
with the company for less than a month.

How about the Beijing married couple who had wooed each other
online and set a time and place for a romantic date, only to start
a fight when they found out they were about to cheat on each
other? Or the man in Germany, who went to the red light district
in search of a good time, only to find his wife working hard there?
Or Guillermo Sobero, who told his wife he was going to a friend’s
birthday party in Arizona, but instead went with his girlfriend to
the Philippines only to be kidnapped by Muslim rebels and beheaded?
What about Australian Evelyn Bassett, who was killed in a crash
when a train plowed through her car while on her way to pick
up winnings from a lottery ticket? How about 74-year-old Yoshinori
Niiya, who fled a hit-and-run accident in a panic only to find out
later he had killed his own son? How about Egyptian tax official
Waheeb Hamoudah who had been feeding his sheep tethered on
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the rooftop destined for sacrificial slaughter at the Muslim Eid
al-Adha feast? The sheep pushed him to his death off the three-
story building in Alexandria.

Then there was Dharmarathna Thero, chief priest at a Sri Lankan
temple, who was gored to death by a bull as he fed it bananas.
He had saved the bull from the slaughterhouse. A Chinese peasant
was bitten by a viper when he uncorked a bottle of snake liquor.
The snake, bottled in the wine, not only survived but reared out
to bite the tippler on the neck before he could taste his drink.
What about New Delhi’s Catholic Archibishop, Alan de Lastic,
70, who was killed near Krakow, while on a visit to Poland, when
a cyclist crashed through his car’s roof from a bridge?

How about gun control advocate New York City Council member
James Davis who unwittingly assisted his assassin gain entry to
City Hall to kill him? Councilman Davis had been beaten by two
white officers in 1983 when he was wrongfully accused of stealing
a car. Ten years later he became a policeman. He became part
of a system that eventually killed him.

What about all the innocent victims of 9/11 who were in the wrong
place at the wrong time? Such as Mark Bingham and Jeremy Glick,
two of the many unsung heroes of flight UA-93 as it headed for
Washington DC? Mark overslept on September 11, missed his
scheduled flight and got on the ill-fated 93. Jeremy was scheduled
to fly on September 10 but had to delay to September 11 because
a fire at Newark cancelled his scheduled flight.

What about John O’Neill, the top FBI counter-terrorism agent in
the FBI’s New York office, who ignored the now notorious Phoenix
memorandum that warned the FBI of the potential danger of al-
Qaeda terrorists taking flying lessons at U.S. flight schools? He
retired from the FBI in late August and had just begun a new job
as the security chief of the World Trade Center when he was killed
by pilots trained at U.S. flight schools!

What about New Yorker Mark Sokolow? He survived the September
11 World Trade Center bombing only to be bombed again by the
first female suicide bomber on January 27 in Jerusalem, and survived
that as well. Did he have good or bad karma? These are some
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of many cases of very sad bad karma and timing stories.

Is it symbolic coincidence that the letters approving visas for terrorist
leaders Mohamed Atta and Marwan al-Shehhi arrived at their flight
school on the six-month anniversary of the September 11 bombings?
Is it coincidence that the September 11 kamikaze squads led by
Atta that operated in the U.S. as part of the “Hamburg cell”, originated
in Germany, the same country the first crusade originated? How
about the New England Patriots winning the Super Bowl after
September 11?

Conversely, when karma, luck and timing are with you ...You can
do no wrong. It just flows and clicks, like the antique Box Brownie
camera U.S. camera collector Don Roccoforte got as a gift. The
camera was bought at a charity shop in England and contained
an undeveloped film which had a picture of his British wife’s family
with whom he is friends.

When the force is with you things just happen. For example, FCC
regular Richard Warburton was sitting at Paddy’s bar in Bali and
bent down to pick up his change from the floor when the terrorist
bomb went off killing hundreds of people. He survived with a
few shrapnel wounds on his leg while those around him, seated
at the bar, perished. Then there was the 13-month-old “miracle
baby” whose heart stopped after she wandered outside her home
in Edmonton, Canada, in minus 20-degree weather and survived
without any brain damage.  How about Sukhlal Gautam, who was
declared dead in hospital, was removed to a mortuary, but when
his body was being picked up to be taken for cremation, gasped
for air and was re-admitted to hospital and his death certificate
cancelled?

I reflected on an Eric Clapton concert I wanted to see in LA. I
couldn’t get a good seat for love or money. About a year later,
I went to London with Nelson Wong, a friend and client, who
was the CEO of a real estate consultancy. We caught up with Sir
Harvey Goldsmith for drinks because Harvey and I were exploring
some business opportunities in China. Harvey is one of the premier
concert promoters in the world. After we finished our drink and
conversation Harvey casually asked: “What are you doing? Do
you have any plans? If not you are more than welcome to join
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me in the Prince of Wales’ box at the Albert Hall to see Eric Clapton
perform. He’s doing a gig for the Prince’s Trust.” Needless to say
we went. When your luck and timing are right you can do no
wrong. But you have to be in touch with yourself and nature for
your karma to capitalize.

Shah Cyrus Karma
When Los Angeles County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky decided
to first run for a Los Angeles City Council seat, his campaign
was launched in my law office. When he won the council seat,
we remained friends. We would bet on political races on which
we could not agree on the outcome. We bet dinners, drinks and
breakfasts.

One of the bets that I lost meant I had to take Zev and his wife
Barbara to Chasens. It was a very popular and expensive “chili
joint” in Los Angeles. It was actually a very fine restaurant that
had started as a chili stand. As Gail and I pulled up to the valet
we noticed several Secret Service agents outside. As we were taken
to our booth, where Barbara and Zev were already seated, we noticed
that in the private dining room in the back there were many celebrities
and politicians. Gregory Peck, Farrah Fawcett, Mayor Tom Bradley
to name a few. “What’s going on back there?” “The Empress Farina
from Iran received an honorary doctor’s degree from U.S.C and
she and the Iranian government are hosting a dinner for the en-
tertainment community,” Zev replied. “Look at those mountains
of caviar,” Gail exclaimed. Gail loved caviar. “Let’s see if we
can get in,” she said to Barbara, grabbing her arm. “The Mayor
knows you. Maybe he’ll get us invited.” Gail wishfully dragged
Barbara towards the party.

They returned dejected after the mayor’s security men, whom Barbara
knew, turned them back. However, they indicated they would let
the Mayor know the Councilman was here. As we were getting
ready to order, the Mayor approached the table with Ambassador
Zaeidi to introduce him to Zev. I reminded the Ambassador that
we had been introduced by President Jimmy Carter during the
Rostropovich recital in the presidential box right after he negotiated
the release of the Bnai Brith hostages from Muslim extremists.
He insisted “that you, your wife and guests come meet my Queen
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and join us for dinner!” Gail went straight to the caviar after we
were introduced to Her Majesty.  “Damn, de Krassel, when you
pay off a debt you do it in style,” Zev remarked as we laughed
and helped ourselves to the caviar.

Can you believe my luck? I mean, what are the odds on that happening?
I meet the guy once while I was with President Carter then I meet
him with his Queen after our women want caviar. Talk about good
karma, luck and timing. I couldn’t have planned it any better if
I’d tried.

Here I was in the midst of mounds of caviar, crabs, lobster and
bottomless glasses of champagne with the wife of the new world
megalomaniac moralist. The man who lectured America and the
industrialist nations it led whenever he raised oil prices in the early
seventies. “They will have to realize that the era of their terrific
progress and even more terrific income based on cheap oil is finished.
They will have to find new sources of energy. Eventually they
will have to tighten their belts; eventually all those children of
well-to-do families who have plenty to eat at every meal, who
have their cars, and who act almost as terrorists and throw bombs
here and there, they will have to rethink all these aspects of the
advanced industrial world. And they will have to work harder....
Your young boys and young girls who receive so much money
from their fathers will also have to think that they must earn their
living somehow,”  was my personal favorite lecture. What goes
round sure comes round as the Shah and the world were soon
to find out.

“Ironic, isn’t it?”  I asked Zev who was a history teacher before
winning public office as the “people’s candidate” against much
wealthier opponents as we refilled our plates with more caviar.
“Here we are with the wife of the man who spent somewhere
between $100 and $200 million to have Maxim’s of Paris cater
the most lavish party back in 1971 to entertain 50 heads of state
at Persepolis, the capital of the ancient Persian empire that was
sacked by Alexander the Great in 330 B.C., to celebrate the founding
of the Persian empire twenty-five hundred years ago by king Cyrus
the Great. Do you understand why he would celebrate a decimated
empire instead of a new one?” “Not really. Doesn’t make much
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political sense. Maybe he is King Cyrus reincarnated,” was all
Zev could say as we walked towards the Empress. “Is his karma
such that he is doomed to the same ignominious end?” I whispered
as we were ushered towards the Empress.

“One of the things my husband likes in life,” said the Empress,
“is flying, driving, driving boats – speed!”

Unfortunately, the Shah’s karma was not as good as the Yaroslavskys’,
Gail’s and mine who managed to crash his Empress’ lavish party.
He crashed his country by applying his love for speed to greed
and the modernization of Iran. In his haste to make Iran “one of
the serious countries in the world”, he drove his souped up wreck
into the hands of the fundamentalist Ayatollah. He and his plane
were not welcome anywhere once he left Iran. His father, Reza
Shah, had found refuge in South Africa. Not so the son, who, in
his own exile, turned into a modern version of the flying Dutchman.
“He could find refuge in no port and seemed cursed to wander
forever,” Daniel Yergin reminds us in his own witty way in his
Pulitzer Prize-winning book The Prize. Egypt, Morocco, Bahamas,
Mexico, America and Panama – countries where no one wanted
him to stay. Others wouldn’t even allow his plane to land to refuel.
At least he was doing one of the things he liked. Flying.

Oil Coincidence
Oil shortages and energy crises seem to be common occurrences
ever since oil was discovered. The more oil replaced coal the more
the crisis that repeatedly justified the new increase in the cost of
oil at the well and the gas pump. The nationalization of oil fields,
Middle East wars, oil spills, environmental regulations, OPEC,
emotions and panic buying all deserve their fair share of the credit.
Every crisis had its humorous sidebars. The 1973 energy crisis
saw Japan run out of toilet paper because Japanese housewives
bought “upwards of a two-year supply”. Toilet paper became more
expensive than oil. The price quadrupled. Now for a country that
imports 100 percent of its oil that is some serious....

The energy crisis of 1979 raised my ire because it had too many
historical coincidences. Starting with the Shah, like his father and
King Cyrus, being removed from Iran which brought an end to
Iranian oil exports starting in December 1978 to the autumn of
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1979. Since Iran was the second largest producer after Saudi Arabia,
the concern and emotions are understandable.

Then the Saudis, who had made up the initial shortfalls from Iran,
cut their production in the second quarter of 1979. A variety of
reasons were offered for the cutback. “Were the Saudis trying to
send a conciliatory and neighborly signal to the new Islamic regime
of Ayatollah Khomeini by making room in the market for returning
Iranian production and thus avoiding a regional confrontation? Or
were they seeking to express their dissatisfaction with the Camp
David peace accords between Israel and Egypt, which had been
signed on March 26?” Daniel Yergin asks. I am of the opinion
it was the latter, which had been the Saudi government policy
ever since the State of Israel was founded.

Then, “in one of those coincidental tricks of history, several hours
after the latest OPEC meeting had adjourned, in the early morning
of March 28, a pump failed and then so did a valve at the Three
Mile Island nuclear plant, near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,” Yergin
reminds us.

The resulting gas lines and political crisis were nothing America
or the industrial world had experienced before. That’s when I decided
to make a political statement and ride my Arabian horse from my
home in Pacific Palisades to my office in Beverly Hills and name
him OPEC for the day. My partner and staff joined the ride. We
protested our dependence and reliance on Middle East oil and
encouraged conservation and alternative environmentally friendly
sources of energy.

Japanese TV asked us to partially re-enact the ride for a special
on our widely covered ride that became the lead news story of
the day. When I repeated the story 23 years later during a sake-
besotted business dinner in Tokyo as oil prices were climbing because
of the impending war on Iraq it really pulled their chain. “You
lide Alab hols plotest oil embalgo? Hay? I lemember! Ah so!”
our dinner host remarked as we downed another round. “Did he
just call you an asshole?” an American TV executive on his first
visit to Japan asked. Thank God Japan didn’t run out of toilet
paper this time round.
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Coincidence or Karma?
Trying to hitch a ride out of Eilat on the Red Sea at any time
of the day is a nightmare. It can take days. Hitchhikers line the
roads out of town for hundreds of yards trying to thumb down
one of the rare vehicles making the desert crossing.

Some, especially trucks, stop at the gas station on the outskirts of
town to fill their tanks for the ride across the desert. Hitchhikers
line the pavement for hundreds of yards, either side of the gas station.
It is strictly forbidden for hitchhikers to try to beg for rides in the
gas station as it disrupts business. I mean “Strictly Forbidden,”
“Verboten,” ... I grabbed Gail by the arm. I decided to go into the
gas station. “Out, out, immediately,” a gas station attendant yelled
in Hebrew and English. “Do you have a map of the desert?” I asked
in English. I knew that if  I acknowledged speaking Hebrew he
would yell at us even louder. However, Israelis are a lot more polite
to perceived tourists. Before he could answer, someone yelled in
Hebrew “Hey Peter, is that you with long hair?” I turned around
towards the direction of the salutation and my eyes fell upon a
schoolmate from a year behind me in high school leaning out of
the window of an 18-wheeler. “Yeah, how are you Tzvika?” I replied
hastily in Hebrew as the gas station attendant started cursing me,
or, more accurately my mother and certain parts of her anatomy.
“Hey, Moishe, it’s OK this guy is an old friend of mine. Hey Peter,
you need a ride?” I nodded. “They are riding with me so leave them
alone,” yelled my schoolmate at the attendant. What coincidence,
karma, luck and timing!

Some of the stories of the survivors of the September 11 attacks
are even more amazing. How about the one of the Port Authority
police officer who fell from the 86th floor and survived with just
a broken leg? Or his fellow officer, Sergeant John H. McLoughlin,
who also rode the building down from the 86th floor and suffered
only an injured kidney? Or the people that got laid off the day
before, delayed getting to the buildings, or just slipped out to have
a cigarette when the planes hit the Twin Towers?

Reading about Lamja Jaha and her husband brought shivers to
my body. They were evicted from their home and herded away
with thousands of other fellow ethnic Albanians, along with a memento
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of her dead father in her pocket.

She had taken a copy of a certificate bearing her father’s name.
That piece of paper took the Jaha family full circle. It was the
copy of a certificate issued by the Yad Vashem Holocaust memorial
in Jerusalem, commending her parents, Dervis and Servet Korkut,
both Muslims, for risking their lives to save Jews during World
War II, during the Nazi occupation of Yugoslavia, and honoring
them as “righteous among the nations”.

Now it was Mrs Jaha and her family who were expelled from
Kosovo. Jaha showed her father’s commendation to officials of
the Jewish community in Macedonia. They helped her and her
husband, Vllaznim, to join a planeload of Kosovar Albanian Muslim
refugees accepted by Israel.

More than fifty years after her parents sheltered Jews in their home,
she found shelter in the Jewish state. “I don’t know how to express
how much this means to me,” she said. “My father did what he
did with all his heart, not to get anything in return. Fifty years
later, it returns somehow. It’s a kind of a circle.” Talk about karma,
luck and timing!

I had an engaging discussion about karma with Pilar Pilapil one
evening during dinner. Pilar is a well-known Filipina movie star
who has made over a hundred movies. She is also a Christian
missionary who spends her free time in the provinces helping
the needy. “Karma does not believe in forgiveness. That is why
people hope to have a better life in the next world. Christianity
believes in forgiveness.” My surprise at her comment must have
been quite visible. “What’s the matter? You don’t believe that
is the case?” Pilar continued. “No, it’s just that I am trying to
understand the relevance of forgiveness. If forgiven, you go to
heaven, and if not you go to hell, according to  Christianity. In
either case, I believe you get reincarnated and it is just a question
of whether you’ll have a good or bad life. Karma, right?” Wrong.
“If you do not ask for forgiveness you are cursed and the curse
continues until you do. The only way you can end the curse is
to ask for forgiveness,” Pilar explained. We tossed that around
into the wee hours of the morning. Catholicism, I concluded, had
usurped and interpreted karma to suit the church’s needs. Thank
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God the Inquisition made it only to the Philippines in Asia.

Gambling
All sorts of people who can believe in anything from Christ through
Zen to feng shui come out with fatalistic cliches like: “What goes
around does come around,” “when your number is up, it’s up,”and
“when it’s your turn to get your ticket punched,” and so on.

I hear Earl ask Tom, who had been questioning him about Hong
Kong racing, the Hong Kong Jockey Club and what it does for
the community, “Did you hear the story about the habitual horse
punter who had a dream?” Tom hadn’t.

“Well, God spoke to him in the dream and said ‘tomorrow is going
to be a very lucky day for you at the track. Bet on any horse
that has a name that means hat’.”

The punter went to the races and in the first race bet on Stetson.
The odds were 10 to one but the horse won. He took all his winnings
and in the second race put it all on a horse named Beret. The
odds were 20 to one. It won. This went on through all the races.
There was a horse in every race named after a hat. Derby, Helmet,
Tam, Fedora and Sombrero. By the time he got to the final race
he had a couple million dollars and bet it on a horse and lost.
He couldn’t believe what happened to him and went to the bar.
As he was drowning his sorrows, the bartender, who knew the
punter, asked what happened. The punter relayed the story and
told the bartender he bet all his money in the last race on a horse
named Chateau. The bartender looked at the punter in utter disbelief
and said. “You fool! The French word for hat is Chapeau not Chateau!
” The punter slowly lifted his head and responded: “It doesn’t
matter, a Japanese horse named Yarmulke won.” Yarmulke, for
the unintiated, is a Jewish skull cap.

People do gamble and they all have their “method” or “formula”
to win. Most lose. Human nature is to gamble because life is a
gamble. People gamble in life for its rewards. If anyone has a
doubt drive through Las Vegas, Macau, Monaco or Atlantic City
and look at the ever increasing number of expanding and new
casinos. They were all built with the proceeds from gamblers. When
it comes to gambling, all people do it. Not just the Chinese. At
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casinos, racetracks, lotteries, Indian reservations, riverboats, living
rooms and school toilets. On the Super Bowl, local high school
or college game, people gamble. They test their karma, luck and
timing to the limit. Most lose.

“Do you realize that 95 percent of the punters at the track here
in Hong Kong as a general rule lose?” Earl asked after I bragged
about a recent win. I didn’t and felt even luckier.

America’s Gambling Philosophy
Las Vegas is the gambling capital of the world and embodies the
American philosophy of taking risks. Some argue that poker, and
not baseball, is America’s real national game. The kind of risk
America took when it went to war with Iraq. It was a poker play.
The Texas cowboy’s high stake poker game was played with bluff,
deception, and a 55-card deck with pictures of Iraq’s top leadership.

The virtuous conservative right-wing gambling “whale” William
J. Bennett epitomizes America’s deceptive and hypocritical gambling
spirit. He gambles away millions of dollars while moralizing against
the private misconduct of individuals. Bennett was a hypocritical
“minnow” when compared to fellow arch-conservative Rush
Limbaugh, who gambled and built a syndicated radio empire by
attacking liberal drug-crazed hippies, while being addicted to drugs
himself. The bad karma these two holier- than-thou American idealists
created for themselves came home to roost.

The same happened to baseball’s Pete Rose. He not only lost to
his bookies, but the right to play the game he loved. Rose not
only gambled on baseball but on forgiveness of his lifetime ban
to be involved with the game and admission to the Hall of Fame.

Gambling, like war, brings people of all walks of life and incomes
together. Millionaires share gaming tables and slot machines with
welfare recipients and together they try to beat the system. Shouldn’t
We the Maids of all walks of life and incomes join forces and
take the risks necessary to sweep in the political system created
by the Founding Fathers?

It was therefore appropriate for the 28th annual convention of the
Society for the Advancement of American philosophy to hold its
three-day conference in Vegas at the dawn of the 21st century.
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“Las Vegas is a realization of the kingdom of God on earth,” said
Mark Taylor, who teaches philosophy and religion at Williams
College in Massachusetts. “The culture of simulacra has become
all-encompassing and inescapable.” For philosophers, a simulacrum
is a reproduction that some may see as surpassing the real. Taylor
added: “You cannot understand America today if you don’t understand
Las Vegas. And you can’t understand the world today if you don’t
understand America. So if you want to understand the world, you’ve
really got to come to Las Vegas.”

The faces and reactions of Chinese or Mongolian delegations when
they first visit Las Vegas say it all. I make a point of taking such
delegations to Vegas so they can understand America and the world.
Upon disembarking from the plane we would take the longest stretch
limo to Caesar’s, Mirage or the Hard Rock. The shows, tours and
shopping consumed most of the day. The rest was spent in the
casinos either learning the different games or betting on the ones
they already knew. Slot machines are easy. Especially when you
are on a limited budget. Forget sleeping! The convergence of Chinese
and American yen for gambling, karma, luck and timing happens
in a casino.

Instead of allowing gambling money to pad the pockets of illegal
operators, local hustlers or organized crime, why not have the
community benefit from it? Especially in today’s wired cyber-world.
Internet gambling makes it easier for punters to try their luck without
even leaving home. Trying to legislate morality doesn’t work. Yes,
addiction and the damage and consequences to family, community
and society are terrible! But gamblers will gamble if they are so
inclined no matter what their family, friends, religious support
group or local government tell them. So why not keep the money
in the community and tax it in a way that the community as a
whole benefits? At the same time addicts can be healed in a community
that faces the truth of human frailty.

Gambling, like food, drugs, anger, alcohol or sex, is an addiction.
As such it has to be treated spiritually. A spiritual journey through
the defenses of denial and beyond. A conscious journey to experience
the nature of the addictive personality. Deal with it. Face what
it has produced and change that. Banning gambling is not the cure
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for gambling addicts.

Gambling Meccas do have high suicide rates. Real gamblers go
for broke. Nevada, like Hong Kong, has a very high suicide rate.
In fact Nevada has the highest suicide rate in America. Nevada
suicides run at more than twice the national average. Hong Kong
has one of the highest suicide rates in the world. In Hong Kong,
someone commits suicide every 10 hours. Hong Kong is the suicide
capital of Asia. One in five Hong Kong teenagers has thought
about or attempted suicide. Suicide is the leading cause of death
among 15 to 24-year-olds in Hong Kong. This compares favorably
to America where 28 percent of youths thought of or attempted
suicide, compared to 21 percent for Hong Kong.

A University of  Sydney study published in the Journal of Epidemiology
and Community Health concluded that suicide rates in Britain and
Australia surged in the 20th century whenever conservative gov-
ernments were in power. When conservatives ruled the local, state
and national federal governments, men were 17 percent likelier
to commit suicide than when a Labor government was in power.
Women were 40 per cent likelier to kill themselves.

John D. Donahue points out in Disunited States: “The Continental
Congress fed and armed Washington’s army, in part, with revenues
from a lottery, and state-sanctioned games of chance financed the
early growth of Harvard and other colleges.”

The total annual amount wagered legally in America is about $500
billion. For a sense of scale, consider that America’s entire economic
output is in the range of $11 trillion a year. American states take
in over $27 billion from lotteries per annum and have, on average,
over $9.8 billion in revenues left over after paying off winners
and covering administrative costs.

Hong Kong Ponies
As our junk cruised the islands, I couldn’t help reflect on the history
of gambling in Hong Kong and how much it has contributed to
the welfare of the community. Governor Sir John Bowring (1854-
1859) believed that almost all crime originated in the illegal gaming
houses in Tai Ping Shan. Gambling Ordinance No. 14 enabled
the police to raid these Chinese gaming houses. There were stiff
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penalties for owning, operating or “haunting” such places. The
ordinance proved unenforceable, mainly because of police
corruption. To bring the situation under control, Bowring suggested
that the Hong Kong Government should follow the example of
Macau, where gambling houses were licensed.

His pragmatic suggestion was rejected outright by three successive
Secretaries of State for the Colonies. Where Bowring failed, Governor
Sir Richard Graves MacDonnell (1865-1872) almost succeeded.
However, during discussions with Westminster, the Tory government
was voted out of office and replaced by the Liberals. The new
Government was largely Nonconformist and a group of militant
missionaries known as The Moral Six, branded poor MacDonnell
an anti-Christ and managed to wreck the scheme.

Nobody seemed to worry very much about betting on horse racing,
possibly because there was only one race meeting a year; but probably
because several Hong Kong governors in the 19th century were
Irish racing men. The first races were a shambles. The horses,
like their owners and jockeys, were of many nationalities. Australian
Walers ran against pure bred Arabs and there were wild China
ponies from the steppes of  Mongolia. There were army cavalry
horses and broken down old hacks. There was even a 50-yard
race where a man ran against a horse. The man won by a short
head, probably because the horse got off to a bad start. The Governors,
the taipans (big bosses) of the big hongs (colonial trading houses)
and the various national communities were expected to present
cups and prizes. The first 40 years of racing in Hong Kong were
chaos. Ironically, one of Hong Kong’s oldest racing trophies with
the inscription “Won by ‘Cockspinner’ at the Hong Kong Spring
Race Meeting, 1852. Owner: W. Lamonde” came back to Hong
Kong after a 150-year odyssey that took it to Peking during the
Boxer Rebellion, then on to Uruguay to the home of the Uruguayan
ambassador to China in 1901, and back to Hong Kong when soccer
betting was legalized in Hong Kong in 2003. Karma or coincidence?

In 1884, the top racing men of Hong Kong got together and founded
the Hong Kong Jockey Club (HKJC). The races were held once
a year during the Chinese New Year holidays in Happy Valley,
which became a fairground. The great racing clubs of China, like
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Shanghai and Peking, sent horses and jockeys down by steamer
to compete against Hong Kong’s finest. The annual race meeting
was a great party that went on for three days.

In December 1891, a new Governor, Sir  William Robinson, conscious
of questions asked in the House of Commons by the anti-gambling
lobby, announced just before the February race meeting that gambling
would not be allowed. As one commentator wrote: “The meeting
indeed was a model of morality. It was worthy of a Bishop’s own
heart. Had there been no ponies, as one gentleman remarked, it
would have been perfect.”

Almost all members of the Legislative and Executive Councils
were dedicated racing men and the new Governor was given an
extremely rough time. Eventually the pressure became too much.
He capitulated and lifted the ban on gambling. In the early days
the earnings from the tote, the Race Fund, were very small and
were spent on prize money and the social event of the season,
the Race Ball. The puritanical Victorian argument that it was improper
to use money raised by a vice, in this case gambling on horse
racing, for public purposes carried on well into the 20th century.
However in 1930 a small betting tax of 2 percent was imposed.
By the advent of World War II, HKJC proceeds to charity were
totaling about $50,000 a year.

After the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949,
hundreds of thousands of refugees poured into Hong Kong. With
little entertainment available, enormous crowds turned up at the
race meetings. Suddenly the HKJC was turning over $400,000
every race day. The Chairman of the Club, Sir Arthur Morse, one
of the architects of Hong Kong’s spectacular recovery after World
War II, and the Governor, Sir Alexander Grantham, got together.
There was still no way that a direct betting tax of any size could
be imposed that would be acceptable to the British parliament.
Sir Arthur Morse suggested to Grantham that the HKJC should
give over one-third of its takings to civic and social undertakings
and that the Government should advise on which projects it felt
worthy of support. It was a simple gentleman’s agreement and
there was absolutely nothing in writing, so there was nothing that
the puritanical do-gooders in London could do about it. In the
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first year the fund came to around $700,000.

Morse and Grantham envisaged that most of the money should
be spent on development. There was a shortage of hospital beds
so one of the Club’s first projects was to build the Tsan Yuk Maternity
Hospital. It also funded 13 Jockey Club Clinics and launched a
Floating Clinic that toured the outlying islands. Although it supported
hundreds of small projects, it generally had one or two enormous
projects in hand, designed to promote the quality of life. In the
1960s it was Victoria Park, a green lung in busy, congested Causeway
Bay; in the 1970s it was Ocean Park, a wildlife-related theme park;
in the 1980s, it built the Academy of Performing Arts and the
Hong Kong Government Stadium, home of the Hong Kong Rugby
Sevens. Today, the HKJC is among the world’s five largest phil-
anthropic organizations. Over the last decade of the last millennium
it donated over HK$1 billion to improving the lot of Hong Kongers.

Sometimes as much as $327.75 million is wagered on a single
race day in Hong Kong. In turnover terms, the HKJC would place
in the top 150 companies on the Fortune 500, ahead of such well-
known names as Federal Express, Microsoft and Nike.

The size of HKJC donations ranges from as little as $5,000 to
help out a small youth club to $256 million to build the magnificent
University of Science and Technology. Most of the donations fall
into three categories: medical and health; sports, recreation and
culture; education and training. Projects on hand include a new
$15 million School of Chinese Medicine.

When soccer betting became popular in Hong Kong, the government
legalized soccer betting and granted the franchise to the HKJC.
The primary purpose was to curb illegal bookmaking and collect
an estimated $128 million or more in additional gambling duties
to help narrow the budget deficit.

The Catholic Church in Hong Kong doesn’t believe gambling is evil
and stays neutral on controversial gaming proposals such as legalizing
football or Internet betting. Father Dominic Chan Chi-ming, Vicar-
General of the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese, says: “It is meaningless
for us to say whether we support or reject soccer betting since we
believe gambling in itself is not evil. It becomes a source of evil
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when people are drawn too much into such activities.”

Gaming Reality
Gambling is impossible to banish thoroughly or legislate against.
In Hong Kong the drag racing circuit cult uses top-of-the-range
cars, with syndicates and triads gambling on the drivers. They
are illegal but take place on back roads and freeways at night.
No different than illegal gambling in America. Legislation cannot
stop human nature.

In America or any country, it is generally  accepted that a total
ban, like Prohibition, invites crime, and simply creates more problems
than it solves. The Hong Kong formula seems a reasonable solution
for a small contained urban society. There are three sorts of  legal
gambling in Hong Kong. Of  these, the Hong Kong Jockey Club
tote is by far the most popular. The Mark  Six, a lottery drawn
twice a week, accounts for only 4 percent of the HKJC’s turnover.
This is surprisingly low as numerology has a considerable history
in Chinese culture. There are also licensed mahjong schools. Social
games for small stakes at parties, weddings and in social clubs
are generally tolerated. However it must not be forgotten that the
nearby casinos at Macau provide a safety valve for the compulsive
gambler offering blackjack, baccarat, craps, roulette, keno, fan tan,
dai siu, sik po, pai kao and slot machines. Even so, Hong Kongers
bet on soccer with overseas bookies. Many of the Hong Kong
punters are women. “Hong Kong is easily providing us with the
greatest volume of business,” said Jeff Wells, general manager
for British bookmakers William Hill.

Whereas Nevada allows unlimited gaming, many states restrict
gambling to horse racing, charitable games and sometimes a lottery.
This popular formula is similar to Hong Kong. However there
are some states where no gambling of any kind is permitted at
all such as Utah and Hawaii. Illegal gambling, like illegal immigration,
is dangerous and violent. But it does have a huge upside potential.
The reward is worth the risk. Like illegal aliens, We the People
all have to gamble to win a political change. We, like illegal aliens
and gamblers, have to take chances if we want to improve our
life. When we gamble and hit the jackpot it’s worth it. When you
hit, you hit big! If We lose, what the hell, We are losing anyway
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by being apathetic. What will We really lose as opposed to what
We can gain if We win? I can just hear those Methodists shivering.

We have to take a gamble if we want change.  Even Las Vegas
took its own gamble in electing Oscar Goodman as mayor, a mob
lawyer whose clients included Meyer Lansky and Anthony (The
Ant) Spilotro. He ran as an outsider. He advocated a populist libertarian
philosophy that obviously struck a chord with voters.

We the People, many of us descendants of illegal immigrants, have
a grudging subconscious respect for criminals and their lawyers.
Maybe that is why we elect them to Congress. The funeral of Dapper
Don, or Teflon Don, was a millennium reminder.

The gambling charity carrot is a very effective means of raising
money. In Hong Kong around 13 percent of the HKJC’s turnover
goes straight into Government coffers and just over one percent
is spent on charity and community donations. Out of a total betting
turnover of $11.8 billion, the government receives about $1.5 billion
and charity and community projects get a modest $135 million.
This allows the community to take government and tax dollars
out of the welfare and social aid business while the community
benefits. There is no reason why the percentage that charity receives
cannot be increased.

Fifty years ago the Irish Hospital Sweepstake was illegal in every
country in the world except Ireland. Today lottery junk mail is
a common phenomenon. With the Internet it is possible to place
bets in other continents and countries that have far more flexible
gambling laws than one’s own. Gambling has become
internationalized. In a place like Hong Kong where there are no
currency restrictions, opening a betting account overseas is not
a problem.

“Every State in the Union gambles as much as Nevada does, but
they were smart enough to pass a law and get some tax money
out of it. If Wall Street paid a tax on every ‘game’ they run, we
would get enough revenue to run the government on,” Will Rogers
quipped. Why not collect a tax on every game, especially the illegal
ones? That will ensure enough income to run a significant number
of the government’s social, medical and educational programs. Like
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the Boss Bruce Springstein says in “Roll of the Dice”. It’s just
another role...

Gaming is a $51 billion industry – legal in 28 states. California
finally realized it was losing out of huge revenues to Las Vegas
and decided in the closing year of the millennium to legalize gambling
on its Indian reservations. Over the first five years of the 21st
century, Bear, Stearns and Co estimate that Vegas will pull in an
additional $1 billion in casino revenues over and above its $9 billion
current average. Meanwhile California will take in nearly $5 billion
– numbers that surely cannot be ignored.

Detroit’s decision in the closing months of the old world order
to legalize gambling, thus becoming America’s largest city to do
so, is an example and trend for the New World Order. The fact
that its first casino opened in the former IRS building is a great
metaphor for how tax dollars should be raised.

If the New World Order is to eliminate poverty, hunger, disease
and illiteracy, We the Apathetic People have to gamble for change.
Political change and changes in gaming laws. The loss of career
politicians, like punters’ losses, can only benefit America as a whole.
Career politicians and punters’ bad karma, luck and timing are
the communities’ gain, good karma.

Gambling Gazzarri Style
In Los Angeles I became a close friend with my client Bill Gazzarri
“The Godfather of Rock’n’ Roll’. “Meet my lawyer, he’s the only
guy I know who can get you on death row when you’re offered
life,” is how Bill would introduce me. Bill used to invite me to
join his panel of celebrity judges to judge his “Gazzarri Dance
Contests” at Gazzarris on the strip. The panels over the years included
Jack Klugman, Telly Savalas, Glenn Ford and George Peppard.
The winners included Barbie Benton, who went on to date Hugh
Hefner, and Barbara Bach who wound up becoming Mrs Ringo
Starr. The house bands that entertained at Gazzarris and played
for the contests included Van Halen, Guns N’ Roses, Sonny and
Cher, The Doors and The Byrds.

Bill invited me on several occasions to join his group of “Vegas
Pals” who would go to Las Vegas every week to party with him
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and Don Costa, the conductor and musical arranger for Frank Sinatra
and Paul Anka, and their pals. Bill loved blackjack and taught
me the subtle rules of the game whenever he insisted I play a
few hands. “Blackjack. Hit him,” is something Gazzarri would
have yelled on the 21st day of the Iraq War as the U.S. forces
took control of Baghdad. I can just see Bill pointing his middle
finger at the giant bronze statute of Saddam Hussein in the centre
of Baghdad when the Stars and Stripes that flew over the Pentagon
on September 11 was wrapped over Saddam’s face before the statute
was pulled down. Bill was a proud World War II veteran and would
have applauded the Iraqis jumping on and kicking the fallen symbol
of Saddam’s regime.

Whenever our trips coincided with an Elvis performance I tried
to get Bill and his pals to join me to see and listen to “The King”
perform. “You going to try and serve him papers again?” Bill asked
on one such trip in the mid-seventies, a couple years before the
King’s untimely death. A few years earlier, during a  show, I had
served Elvis with a summons and complaint in a lawsuit I had
filed against him on behalf of a client who had been seriously
injured in a car accident.  He had been hit by a Stutz Bearcat
owned by Elvis that made an illegal turn. Suing the man who had
been such a major influence on me during my teens was quite
a heady challenge. “We’ve settled,” I responded bluntly as I tried
to get the conversation back to catching the next Elvis show. “Aren’t
you guys tired of listening to Sinatra? Let’s go see Elvis tonight
for a change of pace,” I implored in my most persuasive tone.

On my Vegas trips with Bill and his pals I usually spent the days
in meetings with my mobile home park clients. Many of the glitzy
hotels and apartment buildings off the Vegas Strip today used to
be mobile home parks. Their owners land-banked the properties
waiting for the right time to develop them. Many of the mobile
home park managers I dealt with were Elvis clones. Elvis was
representative of America, and especially its excesses of the 1970s.
Bill’s “Vegas Pals” were both witnesses and participants of his
parody of American success stories. Consequently, they refused
to see his show because watching our over-sized idol in gaudy
rhinestone outfits hit too close to home.
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We were sitting with a few ladies of the night at the Galleria bar
outside Caesar’s showroom with Don who was getting ready to
leave for the Sinatra performance in the showroom. Bill looked
at me and made another one of his philosophical pronouncements.
“Peter, look at those poor old dumb fat fucks. They remind me
of Elvis. Overweight, doped-up and miserable.

“Do you think  Elvis or they are happy with those old fat blue-
haired broads that probably just came from the Elvis show? Look
how the women are holding on to their arms. You’d think the guy
was going to run away the way Elvis did from Priscilla the way
their wives are holding on. You know those old broads know their
old farts would rather have this sweet thing right here holding on
to their arm and later holding on to and sucking their dick.”

Before anyone could respond, Bill continued: “Hell, that’s why like
Elvis I got rid of my wife. I took off and said ‘later babe!’ If I can’t
have fun with my pals and hang out with women that make me
feel good and relax, who needs you and your aggravation all the
time? What happens to them once they get married, anyway? You’d
think they own you. You know the best way to get a broad to stop
giving you good head?” he went on looking around at everyone
while people were shaking their head. “Marry her.” The group
collapsed with cynical animal laughter that only night-clubs can
prompt.

Bill, with his Italian-American New York accent, fedora hat and
cigarette was a character right out of Guys & Dolls. I can see
him saying: “Hey! How come women want to change you after
you get married? It’s like they love the suit, but once they buy
it and take it home, they want to change it. Change the cuffs.
Change the collar. Change the length. Change the pleats. So why
do they bother buying it in the first place?” No wonder people
want to gamble with their relationships and do change them.

I enjoyed being philosophical with Bill because he inevitably came
up with socially relevant wisecracks. “You should have a little
more respect for women. Did you know, that women hold up half
the sky according to Mao Tse-dong?” I asked him on another occasion
as we were walking to the Caesar’s arena to watch a title fight.
He was taken aback by my remark and then without hesitating
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said: “Is that why Mike Tyson has a fuckin’ tattoo of Mao? Because
of his respect for women?”

“In Afghanistan women held up the entire sky, but only on Friday
mornings. That’s when they were allowed to make love by the
Taleban. But of course it’s their feet that are in the air,” Luke
Hunt, the AFP correspondent, retorted when I shared the Tyson-
Gazzarri story.

Las Vegas has a colony of quickie marriage chapels, including
an Elvis chapel, that benefit from the rigidity of marriage laws
elsewhere. Why do people have to get married, blood-tested and
licensed, after paying for both, just to live together? Why does
the state have to regulate and charge license fees and approve peoples’
right to co-habitat? This is just another form of tax. People should
be allowed to tie their knot their own way. Religious ceremony,
civil ceremony or no ceremony. Just live together as long as the
relationship lasts. The primary concern of society should be their
happiness and welfare of their children, if any, born to the relationship.
Why does the state have to regulate how many, and under what
conditions, people can live together as husband and wife?

The collapse of the World Trade Center Towers on September 11,
ironically, symbolizes the collapse of American-style loving re-
lationships and marriage in the 21st century. The message was
delivered by polygamous Muslims.

The October 14, 2001, issue of The New York Times Magazine
was dedicated to capturing the unique rhythms of modern couplehood
in the wake of the attack. Matthew Klam contributed an article
titled Love In the 21st Century. He concludes: “The attack on
September 11 makes it brutally apparent that such visions of permanent
togetherness are delusions. People die; people break up; people
end up alone. Yet humans will always push the fantasy of couplehood
to the limit.”
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